Graduate Student Scholarship Recipients

2014

Awarded $5,000 each

**Suzanne M. Banda**
MS Candidate
Illinois State University
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Lindsay K. Butler-Trump**
MS Candidate
Pennsylvania State University
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Heather M. Campbell**
PhD Candidate
New York University
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Nicole E. Corbin**
PhD Candidate
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
*Audiology*

**Kimberly Crespo**
MS/PhD Candidate
University of Wisconsin-Madison
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Emily A. Diehm**
PhD Candidate
Florida State University
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Christine Fisher**
MS Candidate
Rush University
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Tonya Freeland**
MS Candidate
University of Houston
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Jessica Hall**
PhD Candidate
University of Iowa
*Speech-Language Pathology*
Amanda Headley  
AuD Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
Audiology

Magdalene Jacobs  
PhD Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
Speech-Language Pathology

Melissa A. Johnson  
PhD Candidate  
University of Rochester  
Health Practice Research

Peter Kao  
MS Candidate  
University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Speech-Language Pathology

Bailey Knudson  
MA Candidate  
University of Northern Iowa  
Speech-Language Pathology

Nimisha Muttiah  
PhD Candidate  
Pennsylvania State University  
Speech-Language Pathology

A Louise Pinkerton  
MA Candidate  
University of Iowa  
Speech-Language Pathology

Erik X. Raj  
PhD Candidate  
Wayne State University  
Speech-Language Pathology

Jason Rosas  
PhD Candidate  
City University of New York  
Speech-Language Pathology

Isaac Sia  
PhD Candidate  
University of Florida  
Rehabilitation Science
Awarded $5,000 each

**Celina Cerf**  
MA Candidate  
University of Texas at Austin  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Karolina Charaziak**  
PhD Candidate  
Northwestern University  
*Audiology*

**Kim Churness**  
MS Candidate  
University of Wisconsin-Madison  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Aniqa Courtney**  
MA Candidate  
California State University, Los Angeles  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Ayoub Daliri**  
PhD Candidate  
University of Washington  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Holly Delclos**  
MS Candidate  
University of Central Arkansas  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Susan Gray**  
PhD Candidate  
City University of New York  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

**Samantha Gustafson**  
PhD Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
*Audiology*

**Mary Kubalanza**  
PhD Candidate  
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
*Speech-Language Pathology*
Eric Liang  
MA Candidate  
University of Iowa  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Carol Pang  
AuD Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
*Audiology*

Luke Reynolds  
MS Candidate  
Gallaudet University  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Midori Rodriguez  
MS Candidate  
Misericordia University  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Leah Swanson  
MS Candidate  
University of Washington  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Jennifer Vamos  
MS Candidate  
Florida State University  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Seng Mun Wong  
PhD Candidate  
James Madison University  
*Speech-Language Pathology*

Hatun Zengin-Bolatkale  
PhD Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
*Speech-Language Pathology*
2012

Awarded $5,000 each

Amber Beigay
MS Candidate
Northeastern University
Speech-Language Pathology

Keovmorkodh Chhuon
MS Candidate
Columbia University
Speech-Language Pathology

Aniruddha Deshpande
PhD Candidate
University of Cincinnati
Audiology

Robert Thomas Dwyer
AuD Candidate
Vanderbilt University
Audiology

Justine Barbara Freitas
MA Candidate
City University of New York
Speech-Language Pathology

Dalan Cole Gore
MS Candidate
Texas Tech University
Speech-Language Pathology

Catherine Hadshi
MS Candidate
Boston University
Speech-Language Pathology

Anna Eva Hallin
PhD Candidate
New York University
Speech-Language Pathology

Matthew R. Hoffman
MD/PhD Candidate
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Speech-Language Pathology

Keiko Ishikawa
PhD Candidate
University of Cincinnati
Speech-Language Pathology

Marja-Liisa Mailend
PhD Candidate
University of Arizona
Speech-Language Pathology

Trianna K. Oglivie
MS/PhD Candidate
University of Arizona
Speech-Language Pathology

Kevin Pitt
MS Candidate
Missouri State University
Speech-Language Pathology

Eliza Webb
MS Candidate
University of New Mexico
Speech-Language Pathology

Brian Kenneth Weiler
PhD Candidate
Vanderbilt University
Speech-Language Pathology

2011

Awarded $5,000 each
Nicholas Barone
MS Candidate
Misericordia University
Speech-Language Pathology

Jennifer Barry
MS Candidate
Florida State University
Speech-Language Pathology

Sarah Groppo
MS Candidate
University of Kentucky
Speech-Language Pathology

Heidi Hawthorn
MS Candidate
University of Central Arkansas
Speech-Language Pathology
Stephanie Jozefowicz  
MS Candidate  
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  

Imola Major  
AuD Candidate  
San Diego State University  
Audiology  

Allison J. Schaser  
PhD Candidate  
University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Speech-Language Pathology  

Julie Stratton  
PhD Candidate  
University of Washington  
Speech-Language Pathology  

Viral Tejani  
AuD Candidate  
University of Maryland  
Audiology  

Isaac Wang  
MS Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
Speech-Language Pathology  

Luke Watts  
MS Candidate  
Vanderbilt University  
Speech-Language Pathology  

Robyn Zahand  
MA Candidate  
University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Speech-Language Pathology  

2010  

Awarded $5,000 each  
Stephanie Brajot  
MA Candidate  
University of Houston  

Noel Dwyer  
AuD Candidate  
Washington University in St. Louis
Analydia Gonzales
AuD Candidate
University of Arizona
Minority Scholarship, Minority Fund

Jessica Y. Gutierrez
MS Candidate
University of Redlands

Carie A. Hudson
MEd Candidate
North Carolina Central University

Julian A. Kuettner
MA Candidate
University of Kansas

Pui Mei Lam
MSEd Candidate
The College of St. Rose

Aikaterini (Katerina) Ntourou
PhD Candidate
Vanderbilt University

Sarah Panjwani
MA Candidate
University of Texas–Austin

Marilyn Stansfield
MA/PhD Candidate
Northwestern University

Aneesha Virani
PhD Candidate
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge
International Scholarship, Kala Singh Memorial Fund

2009

Awarded $4,000 each
Garrett Cardon
PhD Candidate
University of Colorado at Boulder

Minyu (Julia) Cheng
AuD Candidate
Rush University
Christine Estes  
MS Candidate  
Hofstra University

Carmen Fahey  
MA Candidate  
University of Houston  
*Minority Scholarship, Minority Fund, with Zvirblis Estate Gift Support*

Yael Fuerst  
MS Candidate  
Southern Connecticut State University

Ashwini Joshi  
PhD Candidate  
University of Kentucky, Lexington  
*International Scholarship, Kala Singh Memorial Fund, with Zvirblis Estate Gift Support*

Kathleen Mettel  
MS Candidate  
Purdue University

**Kristin E. Musser**  
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis  
AuD Candidate

Brenda Nuckton  
MS Candidate  
Portland State University

Emily Perry  
MA Candidate  
Washington State University, Spokane  
*Disability Scholarship, Leslie Londer Fund*

Jonathon Whitton  
AuD Candidate  
University of Louisville

2008

**Awarded $5,000 each**

Stephanie Cochran  
MA Candidate  
Duquesne University  
*Disability Scholarship, Leslie Londer Fund*
Beverly A. Collisson
PhD Candidate
University of Connecticut
*International Scholarship, Kala Singh Memorial Fund*

Tracy Conner
MA candidate
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
*Minority Scholarship, Minority Fund*

Rhona Galera
CScD candidate
University of Pittsburgh
*Minority Scholarship, Zvirblis Family Estate*

Kelly N. Hoffard
AuD Candidate
University of Maryland

Benjamin J. Kirby
AuD Candidate
University of Iowa

Beula M. Magimairaj
PhD Candidate
Ohio University
*International Scholarship, Zvirblis Family Estate*

Elise M. Neukom
AuD Candidate
Vanderbilt University

Ji-Sook Park
MA Candidate
San Diego State University

Alejandra Reyes-Torres
MA Candidate
University of Oregon

Thomas F. Shull
MS Candidate
Massachusetts General Hospital Institute of Health Professions

Traci Terpstra
MA Candidate
California State University, Fullerton
2007

Awarded $4,000 each

Naomi B. Habegger
AuD Candidate
University of Colorado at Boulder

Marie V. Ivanova
PhD Candidate
Ohio University
*International Scholarship, Kala Singh Memorial Fund*

Erin Elizabeth King
MA Candidate
University of Iowa

Lisa Allison LaGorio
PhD and MPH Candidate
University of Florida

Megan K. MacPherson
PhD Candidate
Purdue University

Gary E. Martin
PhD Candidate
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Raul Francisco Prezas
PhD Candidate
Wichita State University
*Minority Scholarship, Minority Fund*

Amy Woo Yun Robbins
AuD Candidate
Vanderbilt University

Iana Silverman
MS Candidate
University of Pittsburgh

Heather L. Thompson
PhD Candidate
University of Utah
2006

Awarded $4,000 each

Mark Detweiler
MA candidate
University of Oregon

Carolyn Stephenson Gosse
MEd candidate
University of Virginia

Sarah Haszko
MA candidate
University of Maryland, College Park

Nicole M. Rogus
PhD candidate
Northwestern University

Mark Shaver
PhD candidate
Wichita State University

Gwyneth S. Sprouls
MS candidate
University of New Mexico

Susan M. Ternes
AuD candidate
University of Kansas Medical Center

Stephanie P. Hirsh
MA candidate
Northwestern University
Disability scholarship, Leslie Londer Fund

Victoria Lee
AuD candidate
Northwestern University
International scholarship, Kala Singh Memorial Fund

Derek E. Daniels
PhD candidate
Bowling Green State University
Minority scholarship, Minority Fund
2005

Awarded $4,000 each
Corinne Rodier Juhasz
MA candidate
University of Connecticut

Erin McAlister
AuD candidate
University of Maryland, College Park

Erin O'Bryan
MS candidate
University of Arizona

Anshula Odekar
PhD candidate
Ohio University

Jonathan Preston
PhD candidate
Syracuse University

Virginia Sue Ramachandran
AuD candidate
Wayne State University

Liselotte Svensson
PhD candidate
University of Washington

Michelle S. Troche
MA candidate
University of Florida

Lakshmi Venkatesh
PhD candidate
University of Washington

2004

Awarded $4,000 each
Kay Alley
MS candidate
Radford University

Kristen Allison
MA candidate
University of Texas at Austin
Charles Ellis, Jr.
PhD candidate
University of Florida

Monique Fees
MA candidate
University of Kansas

Maya L. Henry
PhD candidate
University of Arizona

J. Kip Kelly
PhD candidate
Ohio State University

Mariam Riazi-Kermani
PhD candidate
University of Kansas

Kaitlyn Page Wilson
MS candidate
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2003

Awarded $4,000 Each
Stacy Betz
PhD candidate
University of Kansas

Anny Castilla
PhD candidate
University of Georgia

Diane Garst
MS candidate
University of Texas at Dallas

Nicole Marrone
ScD candidate
Boston University

Diane Ogiela
PhD candidate
Michigan State University
Cynthia Puranik  
PhD candidate  
University of Florida

Vinita Rajah  
MA candidate  
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

2002

Awarded $4,000 Each

Sharon M. Antonucci  
PhD candidate  
University of Arizona

Susan Baker  
PhD candidate  
University of Florida

Amy Costanza-Smith  
PhD candidate  
University of Washington

Michael Gordon  
MA candidate  
University of Maryland-College Park

Lisa A. Hammett  
PhD candidate  
University of Georgia

Constance Keintz  
PhD candidate  
University of Arizona

Jamie F. Mayer  
PhD candidate  
Indiana University-Bloomington

John McCarthy  
PhD candidate  
Penn State University

Jennifer B. Shinn  
PhD candidate  
University of Connecticut
2001

Awarded $4,000 Each
Ilana Beigel
University of Massachusetts

Sarah Mae Cooper
University of Minnesota

Pamela Ann Darter
Wichita State University

Laura Elise George
City University of New York

Jennifer Kent
Pennsylvania State University

Youngsun Kim
University of Tennessee

Karen N. Le
University of Connecticut

Laura Pett
University of Minnesota

Wendy Roger
California State University

Yasmeen F. Shah
Northwestern University

Jennifer A. Sturm
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Cari Michelle Tellis
University of Pittsburgh

Nathan Welham
University of Wisconsin, Madison
2000

Awarded $4,000 Each
Elizabeth A. Collison
University of Minnesota

Brett Davies
University of Mississippi

Mary Ann Fenske
Wichita State University

Jennifer A. Larsen
University of Oregon

Nancy Manasse
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Susan L. Thibeault
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Darcia Marie Tideman
University of Iowa

1999

Awarded $4,000 Each
Joshua M. Alexander
University of Wisconsin

Sergei G. Boikov
Wayne State University

Angela N. Burda
Wichita State University

Mary Jo C. Hidecker
Michigan State University

Fabiane M. Hirsch
University of Arizona

Tyler S. Johnson
Gallaudet University

Roxana D. Lieberg
University of North Dakota
Summer N. Smith  
University of Washington

1998

Awarded $4,000 Each
Kate Bunton  
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Anthony DiLollo  
University of Memphis

Deborah Froelich  
Wichita State University

Kathryn Kohnert-Rice  
San Diego State University

Julie Poelchau  
University of Colorado, Boulder

Saul Strieb  
University of Maryland

Kristine Yont  
Penn State University

1997

Awarded $4,000 Each
Beth D. Baldwin  
The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Maggie L. Huckabee  
The University of Memphis

Jennifer M. Kerr  
University of Washington

Elizabeth Lee-Hood  
Boston University

Cindy Hui Toan Lian  
University of Kansas, Lawrence

Amy Lustig  
University of Pittsburgh
Mei-Yin Anita Wong  
University of British Columbia

1996

Awarded $4,000 Each  
E. Fiona Bailey  
University of Arizona

Sharon S. Early  
Ithaca College

Kathleen M. Hamilton  
University of New Mexico

Barbara C. Mallen  
University of Vermont

Sandhya Srinivasan  
Purdue University

Diane L. Williams  
Bowling Green State University

Katherine A. Wolf  
Utah State University, Logan

1995

Awarded $4,000 Each  
Sandra L. Ettema  
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Michael Gottfried  
University of Arizona

Kathleen F. Reilly  
University of Colorado, Boulder

Paul Visvader  
University of Colorado, Boulder

1994

Awarded $4,000 Each  
Kelly D. Beens  
Western Michigan University
John Hartman Cook  
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Ruth Jenkins  
Portland State University

**Awarded $2,000 Each**  
Beth Lynn Macauley  
University of Florida, Gainesville

Helen K. Mathison  
University of Iowa

1993

**Awarded $4,000 Each**  
Vidya Guhan  
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Jennifer Lane  
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Michelle Berezowski  
University of Minnesota, Duluth

Juliana Harris  
George Washington University

1992

**Awarded $4,000 Each**  
Karen E. Cardoza  
California State University, Fresno

Carolyn R. Carter  
University of Washington

Kelley D. Reeves  
Northeast Missouri State University

Jody C. Rosenbalm  
University of Washington

1991

**Awarded $4,000 Each**  
Anita D. Allebach  
Illinois State University
Carol J. Manning  
University of Nebraska, Omaha  

Ralf W. Schlosser  
Purdue University  

Sylvia Winsby  
San Jose State University  

**1990**

**Awarded $4,000 Each**  
Mark W. Allen  
Northwestern University  

Patricia Bjarnason  
University of Washington  

Jessica R. Harris  
University of Massachusetts, Amherst  

Susan L. Nitzberg-Lott  
George Washington University  

**1989**

**Awarded $2,000 Each**  
Lisa Carol Beckstrom  
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  

Hadas Eyal  
Emerson College  

Kimberly Vogt Fisher  
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center  

Andrea M. Guarjardo  
Queens College  

Janice Halchishick  
University of Georgia, Athens  

Adena Honig  
University of Pittsburgh  

Elizabeth A. Jones  
University of Connecticut
Kary S. Kublin
Florida State University

Karla Rae Lund
University of Northern Iowa

Christine E. Parton
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

1988

Awarded $2,000 Each
Stephanie Allen
University of Washington

Cara Maria Bartoli
University of Connecticut

Diane Tapley Brannon
Auburn University

Angela Lyons Bright
University of North Carolina, Greensboro

Susan Dietrich
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center

Patricia J. Foy
University of Vermont

Karen M. Gideon
University of Montana

Karen Halpern
Emerson College

Roberta L. Redinger
Gallaudet University

Jennifer Windsor
Purdue University

1987

Awarded $2,000 Each
Anna Elizabeth Ahlers
University of Florida
Jennie Lee Clark  
University of the Pacific

Kevin Anthony Eldridge  
Emerson College

Vicki L. Hammen  
University of Washington

Sandra L. Graves  
University of Georgia

Cheryl A. Harding  
Northwestern University

Eloise Tenney Harris  
University of Mississippi

Laura Sue Jennings  
University of Colorado

Bharti Katbamna  
University of Cincinnati

Janita Jo Patterson  
University of Central Florida

Lisa Rae Sterling  
University of Wisconsin

Tammie Rose Tyler  
Murray State University

1986

Awarded $2,000 Each  
Kimberly Anne Bryant  
California State University, Sacramento

Lois Jeanne Gaier  
Portland State University

Christopher F. Halpin  
University of Virginia

Virginia Kallal  
University of Colorado
Linda King
University of South Dakota

Alicia R. Schmidt
Kansas University Medical Center

Beth I. Solomon
Teachers College, Columbia University

Sheryl Y. Spriet
Utah State University

Maria Grazia Tessier
Northwestern University

Elizabeth R. Tyler
Ohio University

1985

Awarded $2,000 Each
Kenn Apel
Memphis State University

Marcia L. Brown
Howard University

Thomas Richard Crain
University of Minnesota

Susan M. Dederich
State University of New York, Buffalo

Joyce Lorraine Harris
University of Texas, Austin

Donald E. Hayes
State University of New York, Buffalo

James A. Henry
Portland State University

Nancy Nunley McKinley
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Linda Puccio
University of Illinois, Champaign
Christine Maria Weber
Purdue University